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To Slay a Dragon 
 

 The dragon towered above the trees.  The lone knight muttered to himself, 
lowered his lance and put a spur to his horse’s flank.  He charged across the clearing 
toward the dragon.  The dragon turned it’s head, slowly, to see the knight charging. 
 Just before impact a casual flick of the dragon’s tail flung the knight from his 
saddle -- in the manner of a horse flicking its tail at flies. 
 The dragon was lime green with blood red spikes down its back.  Monstrous black 
wings spread out on both sides.  the mouth was a pincushion of needle-sharp teeth.  the 
forelegs looked strangely like human arms (besides the scales) and were armed with 
curved black talons on the fingertips.  Its scales were so thick that the knight’s lance 
might not have penetrated. 
 The knight picked himself up and replaced the helmet on his head.  He drew his 
great broadsword from the belt at his waist. 
 He ran to his horse and mounted up again.  He charged swinging the sword high 
overhead, letting out a war cry. 
 The dragon swung its tail.  Just before impact the knight leaped from his horse 
(not an easy trick when wearing full armor and several heavy weapons.) 
 The knight landed on the tail of the dragon and clambered onto its back.  He 
raised the great sword overhead and stabbed downward between the dragon’s shoulder 
blades.  The sword thrust hard enough to have stabbed clear through the knight’s iron 
armor.  In this case it only pierced the outer layer of scales and an inch of the dragon’s 
purple flesh. 
 The dragon roared in pain and swiveled its head around.  It glared at the knight 
for a split second, then started to shake violently.  The knight flung himself down and 
held to one of the blood red spikes on the dragon’s spine. 
 When the shaking stopped he drew his sword again and stabbed down into the 
open wound, which was oozing scarlet blood.  His sword struck deeper, nearly half way 
to the hilt. 
 The dragon bellowed in agony.  When it turned its head it opened its mouth, 
revealing the deadly teeth inside.  The jaws clamped down attempting to crunch the 
knight.  The knight swung his sword up in an arc, just as the dragon’s head almost 
enveloped him. 
 He held the sword aloft, it stabbed into the roof of the dragon’s mouth.  the 
dragon jerked its head up taking the broadsword with it. 
 The knight released his ax strapped on his belt: a four foot ax with a gleaming 
two-foot, razor-sharp blade.  He began hacking at the dragon’s neck, much as a 
lumberjack intent on felling a huge tree. 
 As he was chopping the dragon shook harder.  The knight flew off its back and 
clattered against the basalt rock cliff.  the knight slid to the ground and tossed the now 
shattered ax aside.  After a great deal of straining he picked himself up and limped to his 
horse.  He selected another steel tipped lance.  He mounted his horse, and charged. 
 The dragon was shaking convulsively, like a cat that’s eaten grass.  It turned 
toward him, opened its mouth and belched superheated hydrogen into  the air.  The gas 
ignited when it hit the oxygen in the atmosphere, the knight tried to swerve but it was 
too late! 
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 When the fire died all that was left was a charred pile of ash, the dragon was 
gone.  A red-hot suit of armor lay atop the pile, empty, except for a few blackened lumps.  
As the armor cooled it blackened and the pointed visor and helmet clattered to the 
ground. 
 
 Doctor Folstrom parked his car and hiked up the the basalt cliff with his friend 
and fellow archaeologist, Dr. Gray.  They rounded the cliff and stepped into a large 
clearing.  In the middle was a mound of ash.  A suit of armor sat atop the pile, burned 
black.  A pointed helmet rested on the ground. 
 They crept forward and looked inside the armor.  A charred black lump rested in 
the bottom. 
 He pulled out a glass jar and filled it with ashes from underneath the armor.  He 
pulled out other jars and mixed their contents with the ashes. 
 “This was once living matter,” he said to Gray.  “A horse, if my readings are 
right.”  He paused.  “Can you imagine the heat it would take to burn, bone and all, to 
ash?  Instantly?” 
 “No,”  Gray answered, shaking his head in amazement “what could possibly have 
done it?” 
 
 The knight slammed down his visor and lowered his lance.  This was another 
time, another dimension, another parallel universe.  The knight drew in his breath, and 
spurred his black horse at the monster in front of him. 
 It was lime green colored, with blood red spikes down its back.  It’s enormous 
black wings beat the air slowly.  The dragon’s mouth was full of needle-sharp teeth.  
Other than the scales its forearms looked strangely humanoid.  Huge black claws 
adorned the ends of its fingers. 
 As the knight advanced the dragon turned and reared on its hind legs like a 
challenging bear.  The knight’s lance drove into the belly of the dragon; stabbing in 
halfway and breaking off in a shower of splinters. 
 Even as the lance broke, the knight was drawing his sword.  The dragon’s head 
tipped back in a roar of pain.  Furious the dragon swung around striking the horse and 
rider square.  As the knight was flung away he chopped at the tail, cutting a deep gash 
where scarlet blood spurted.  The horse crashed against a tree, its back snapped. 
 The knight landed on his back on the ground.  He rolled and stood up, grabbing 
his sword and driving it into the underside of the tail. 
 With a cry of pain the dragon swung again.  The knight ducked.  He spun around 
and struck the Achilles tendon of the dragon a hard blow.  It only sliced maybe halfway 
through, but nearly crippled the dragon.  The dragon purposely collapsed on top of the 
knight.  As it fell the knight gashed it’s side.  He swung one more time and cut deeper.  
Just as the dragon crashed to the ground the knight curled up as much as his armor 
would permit.  The hole in the dragon enveloped him for a couple of moments.  While 
inside he jabbed his sword sideways into the sinewy purple flesh.  The dragon stood, 
howling in pain, taking the sword with it. 
 The knight stood up.  His armor was drenched with blood.  He ran to his dead 
horse and grabbed his longbow and quiver of arrows.  He fired, all the arrows but one 
bounced off the scales; another one lodged itself in the dragon’s nostril. 
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 The knight grabbed a long broad-headed pike and rushed the dragon.  The 
dragon swung its head down at him.  He leaped into it’s open mouth and drove the long 
pike down the throat of the dragon.  Suddenly it opened its mouth as if it had been 
burned.  The knight came tumbling out, landing on his back.  he heard his ribs crack.  he 
stood and tried to breathe. 
 The dragon crouched and shook convulsively, like a cat who had eaten grass.  The 
knight seeing this started to try to semi-run, although with full armor and several 
cracked ribs he failed miserably.  He reached the trees just barely too late! 
 After the fire dissipated all that was left was a suit of armor standing on its own.  
It glowed red hot.  several trees had exploded from the heat of the flame. 
 The armor clattered to the ground and the helmet rolled off.  The pointed visor 
popped up and the top half of a skull rolled out and rocked on the ground.  As the 
dragon’s wings beat the air they caused a wind.  The armor cooled to a charred lump, 
every piece fused together.  The dragon rose gracefully into the air and disappeared over 
the horizon. 
 
 The two archaeologists stopped the truck and turned it off.  One of them grabbed 
a backpack and they hiked up the hill to the towering basalt cliff on top. 
 As they entered the clearing both their eyes focused on the iron lump in the 
center.  They saw the bones of the broken-backed horse resting against a tree.  as they 
got closer to the iron lump they recognized it as an old suit of armor.  After examining it 
they found that the separate pieces were fused together by some very intense heat. 
 “Look!”  one of the men said, staring at a blackened helmet and the top half of a 
skull. 
 “What happened here?” the other asked. 
 “I don’t know,” the first one answered, “nothing in this world could have done 
this.” 
 
 The knight lowered his lance and his squire placed the helmet on his head.  This 
was yet another time, another dimension, another parallel universe.  The knight 
charged... 


